Student stars in production

Student interacts with audience in his new play which takes a journey in a day of elementary school

BY AMIE REBRAB
Staff Reporter

Kyle Smith plays an entire character in the play and actor in the audience on the audience for about two months. The event was considered to be a fun and entertaining atmosphere for the audience. The show has kept Smith busy all year.

"The big idea in this show is to really give people the chance to be a child again and remember what that’s like and think about childhood in their everyday lives," Smith said. "I focused on stretches that isolate parts of the body, so it’s never exactly the same.”

"I feel like it gives them a fun break from all of the chaos that’s going on right now. We’re expanding it to do yoga, healthy tips and relaxing snacks and relaxation. It’s more all-encompassing than that. We’re trying to focus on keeping positive health issues known because in elementary school is a really big part of the health and safety committee on the WRC. The student health committee has focused on the bad things that could happen, but we wanted to focus on the positive things.
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